Real time pressure-volume loops in mice using complex admittance: measurement and implications.
Real time left ventricular (LV) pressure-volume (P-V) loops have provided a framework for understanding cardiac mechanics in experimental animals and humans. Conductance measurements have been used for the past 25 years to generate an instantaneous left ventricular (LV) volume signal. The standard conductance method yields a combination of blood and ventricular muscle conductance; however, only the blood signal is used to estimate LV volume. The state of the art techniques like hypertonic saline injection and IVC occlusion, determine only a single steady-state value of the parallel conductance of the cardiac muscle. This is inaccurate, since the cardiac muscle component should vary instantaneously throughout the cardiac cycle as the LV contracts and fills, because the distance from the catheter to the muscle changes. The capacitive nature of cardiac muscle can be used to identify its contribution to the combined conductance signal. This method, in contrast to existing techniques, yields an instantaneous estimate of the parallel admittance of cardiac muscle that can be used to correct the measurement in real time. The corrected signal consists of blood conductance alone. We present the results of real time in vivo measurements of pressure-admittance and pressure-phase loops inside the murine left ventricle. We then use the magnitude and phase angle of the measured admittance to determine pressure volume loops inside the LV on a beat by beat basis. These results may be used to achieve a substantial improvement in the state of the art in this measurement method by eliminating the need for hypertonic saline injection.